Introduction
Suppose that M" is a connected, open PL n-manifold, n > 5, that is 'nicely' homotopy equivalent to X x R", where X is a compact polyhedron and m 2 1. We would like to determine when M is PL homeomorphic to Ynek xIWk, for some PL manifold Y.
We show that if by 'nicely' homotopy equivalent we mean bounded homotopy equivalent, then there is a sequence of obstructions to factoring M, and these obstructions lie in quotients of the negative K groups, &_i, of the group ring Zr,X.
Definitions.
Let A and B be topological spaces. A map 4 : A + B is proper if 4-'(C) is compact, for each compact set C E B. Suppose that f: A+ B x 0%" is a proper 
) f-'(XxRmP'x(-oz,p'])s U-cf-'(XxRm-'x(-a,~)), and (2) f-is isotopic to the inclusion U_ + M by an isotopy that fixes f-'(X x Rm-' x
(--co, P'l). Here we are assuming that lh!" has a preassigned ordered orthonormal basis so that expressions such as lRmp' x (-CO, p') make sense. See Section 1 for further details.
Step 2. Similarly construct f+ : U+ + M, where U+ n U-= 0. We can use f+ and f-to identify U, and U_ to form a new manifold
M, = M/(x = f;'cf-(x)):
X E U..}.
M, is a twist-gluing of M, where in this case the twist is the identity map. Chapman shows [6, 7] that there is a bounded homotopy equivalence fi : M, -+ X x R"-' x S'. We show that if E is the infinite cyclic cover obtained from 1 XxR,n-lXexp: XXR"-'X~+XXRm~'XS1, then E-M.
(The = denotes PL homeomorphism.) Step 3. Iterate Steps 1 and 2 to obtain a compact manifold M,,, with the homotopy type of X x T".
In Chapter 3 we study the properties of the twist-gluings of M. In particular, we show that M,,, is independent of the ordering of the preassigned basis of Iw".
Corresponding to each factor of T" = S' x * . . x S', we have an infinite cyclic cover E, of M,,, :
For each of these infinite cyclic covers, there is an obstruction ui E K,(Zr, At this time (July, 1985) , very little is known about the groups K-i. k, is in general nonzero, and it has been computed in several cases. (See, for example, [5] .) It is known that if G is a finite group, then R-i(ZG) = 0, for i > 1, and it has been conjectured that for any finitely presented group K_,(ZG) = 0 when i > 1.
Related results have been obtained by T.A. Chapman [6, 7] . Specifically if F is a compact manifold, let S(F) denote the set of equivalent classes of maps Ifl, where f: A4 + F is a homotopy equivalence of compact manifolds. 
Preliminaries
In this section we collect definitions, results, and conventions used in the other sections. It is intended mainly as a reference.
Category. Unless a statement is made to the contrary, all spaces are polyhedra and all maps are PL. That is, h, 1 (X\supp( h)) = id, for each t.
Suppose M is a polyhedron and f: M + Y x 88" is an N-equivalence, where g: Yx[w"+M, F:gf-lM, and G :fg = 1 yxRm. Let p : Y x R" + IL!"' be projection.
In Section 2 we will need the following: Proposition 1.1. For each XE M F(x x I) of-'( YX B2N)(pf(~))), and for each
For further details see [6] , We use the sup metric on R" with respect to this basis. That is, if x = C xie, and y = C yici are elements of [w", then d(x,y)=sup{lxi-y,l: lci<m}.
Algebra.
By a ring R we will mean an associative ring with identity, and by an R-module we will mean a unitary R-module.
If P is a finitely generated projective module over R, we will often call P a projective. For further details, see [14] .
Engulfing
Suppose f: M" + X x R"' is an N-equivalence, where M is an open PL n-manifold, and X is a polyhedron. If W is an open subset of [w"' and A a closed subpolyhedron of R", we first consider the problem of engulfing f-'(X x A) with f-'(X x W). In Lemma 2.1 we show that if A can be homotoped into W, then f'(X x A) can be
contains the singular set of homotopy, Lemmas 2.2-2.4 show how to use the tracks of the homotopy as approximations for an engulfing isotopy. Theorem 2.5 gives conditions sufficient for engulfing _/-'(X x A) if A has nonempty interior.
In Section 3 we will need an isotopy that engulfs all of M with an open set IJ, where f'(X
and q2 is prescribed. We show how this can be done in Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and Corollary 2.8.
In the final two results of the chapter we show how the isotopies can be 'fine tuned', fixing certain prescribed sets, and covering certain sets with prescribed sets. Compare [7, Chapter 21. 
x KCf,(x) x I))), and
). Furthermore, if h' is proper, then h will also be proper.
). We will use F and E to construct the desired homotopy h. We have Hence it follows from (iv) above that h can be constructed to have propery (4) . Also if xc D, h,(x) = F,,(x,) or h,*(x,) for some t,, t,EI and some x1, x,~f'(Xxcl(U)).
Thus h,(x)~f'(XxB~~(V)). Finally if h' is proper, /? is also, and hence G 0 rl 1 A4 x I x 1 = h is. 0
After modifying
Bing's radial engulfing construction [4, pp. 6-91 we will use the tracks of the homotopy h as approximations for the tracks of an isotopy engulfing f'(X x A). However, before proceeding to the construction we prove a technical lemma. 
Proof. For each x E
Since C is compact, the projection p : A x C + A is a closed map. Thus, for each and xrZ Q. That is, f(x x C) E Bao,jlZ cf(yx C)). So if PE Bd(Xjcf(xx C)), there exist points p1 E~(X x C) and pz ~f(y x C) such that 
has this property, and in order to do this we show that for each x E A, there is a neighbourhood V, of x in A and a constant k, > 0 such that n(y) > k,, for each y E V,. This suffices, for we can cover any compact set E by finite collection of Vks, and then inf 6(E) > min{ kx} > 0.
Let x E A, let U be a compact neighborhood of x, and let & U = inf{$s(y): y E U}.
Let K be a compact neighborhood of f(x x C) such that K G B,,Cf(x x C)), and let K. be the union of the components off-'(K) meeting x x C. Let Al > 0 such that Bh,(x) x C G K,n ( CJ x C), and let A,> 0 so that if y, y'~ B*>(X), then
du-(Y, CL_/-(Y', c)) < EU,
for each c E U. Finally, let h = min{A,, AZ}. Note that After extending fi by pushing V out along the Wi's, it is straightforward to verify that conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied. 0
In Lemma 2.4 we will make use of the following notation:
proper homotopy such that ho = id, and h,(P) E U;
S is an open subset of M such that Q c M\S and So suppose that the conclusion is true when dim R < r G n -4. We wish to show that P can be engulfed when dim R = r. Using [18,5.4 and Exercise, p. 631 we can homotope So to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4, it remains to engulf the complement of L(X) in R x I.
Lemma 2.4. Let E : M + (0, 00) be a continuous function, and suppose dim R = r s n -4. Then there is a PL isotopy H, of M such that
To do this, apply Lemma 2.3, by letting K = R, 4 = h',
V= H,,,(U),
and n =$a. Cl
Before constructing an isotopy that will engulf a subpolyhedron of dimension > n -4, we need a definition from [22, p. 111 and some related facts.
Definition. Let A be a simplicial complex and B a subcomplex.
The complex A + B is the subcomplex of the barycentric subdivision of A maximal with respect to the property of not intersecting B.
Observe that if v is an n-simplex and (+ k its k-skeleton, then dim(a + (+") = n -k -1. Also note that if (T' is the barycentric subdivision of V, then u' is a natural subset of the join uk. 
I-j,(W) u K,( W').
The proof of the next lemma is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Although the statement is very technical, we shall apply it frequently in the remainder of this paper.
We shall make use of the following notation in Lemma 2.6. Suppose Y is a connected metric space and A is a subset such that Y\A has two components C, and C,. 
And finally suppose that there exist isotopies hi, ki : R" + R" such that
(1') hA= kb=id, (2') hi ( Rm\&N+e,2N+F,2 = id, ki 1 Rm\&N+E12,4N+E = id, (3') h;(cl B 4N+E,~,~N) E int(%++\&), and k:(cl &wv+~,J E int(EN++\KN).
Then there exists an isotopy G, : M + M such that
Proof. Observe that because of our assumption on C, and C,, we have that
Thus, applying Lemma 2.1 to hi and k:, we get h,, k,
So let T be a triangulation of M such that P =f'(X x cl B4N+E,2) is the underlying polyhedron of a subcomplex of T. Then, applying Lemma 2.4, we get isotopies HI, -7N,b~+7N) )=id, and (c) f-' (Xx~x(a,-7N,b,) )c_(~tf~ (X~IWx(a~-7N,a~) ). a2 -7N, a,) ). Now let p1 : X x R x R + R be projection onto the first R-factor, and let /3 :R+ [0, l] be a PL function such that p(y) = 1, y E [a, -K', b, + K'], and p(y) = 0, y E R\ ( a,-K'-N,b,+K'+N) .Thenifh,:M+ M by h,(x) = '~z.pp,f(x) (x), h has the desired properties.
Cl
Our final engulfing result shows how to engulf an 'unbounded' subset of M guaranteeing that certain 'strips' cover other 'strips'. Since we will make use of this result only in the case m = 2, we state and prove the result for M N-equivalent to X x R2. However, it is easy to see how to generalize the result for m > 2. (XxRx(a,-K,a,,+K) )=id, Xxrwx(a,-K,a,,) )~h~' (XxIWx(a,-K,a,) ), (4) f'(xxIwx(a,,a,) )~h~' (XxIWx(a,,a,)~f'(Xx[Wx(a,-K,a,+K) ), (5) f'(XxIwx(a,,a,) )ch~' (XxRx(a,,a,))~f1(XxIWx(a,-K,a,+K) ), and (6) such that
~~))E(Y~S'(XX[WX(U~~~-K,U~-~)),
and for each x E M, diam p&'(x x I) <iK.
For i = 4, 5, let ayf : M + M be an isotopy of cy6 = identity with support onf'(X Note: By using radial engulfing in codimension 3 [24], 2.5-2.10 can be extended to dimensions 5 and 6. The estimates of the diameters of the tracks of the isotopes will be larger, but the results will be essentially unchanged.
Twist Gluing
In this Section we assume M is an open PL manifold of dimension n Z= 5, X is a finite polyhedron, and f: M + X x R" is an N-equivalence. Using the engulfing arguments of Section 2, and Siebenmann's twist gluing (twist = id) [20] or Chapman's wrapping up [6, 7] we can construct a manifold M, that has the bounded homotopy type of X x Rm-' x S'. Also see [9, pp. 84-861. By iterating this construction we obtain a compact manifold M, with the homotopy type of X x T". -'x(p+7N,co) )~ u+c_j-l(XxRm-lx(p,co)), (2_) f-is isotopic to the inclusion U_ --, M by an isotopy that fixesf'(X x Iw"-' x (--cc, -p -7N)), and (2,) f+ is isotopic to the inclusion U+ + M by an isotopy that fixesf'(X ,p+7N) ). So we can identify U-and U+ to get a PL manifold Thus, in what follows, we will make use of the construction of M, that is most convenient to the matter at hand, and, when using Siebenmann's construction, by fi, we will mean f,A-'.
The next theorem shows that M is an infinite cyclic cover of MI. Proof. Since any permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions, it suffices to prove this in the case m = 2. We assume that the constant K of Theorem 2.9 is $.
There are two main parts to the proof. The first part uses the results of Section 2 to construct isotopies of M that will induce well-defined isotopies on the intermediate manifolds obtained by gluing along one basis element. The second part uses 
Then Ml2 = .&/{x = f,'(x): x E Q}, and Mzl = &/{x = h;'(X): x E 3)
. Now let q1 and q2 be the quotient maps defined by equations (1) and (2) Let M,,_, and M,,, be the manifolds obtained by gluing along e,, . . . , e2, and e In,*.., e, , respectively. Let El be the infinite cyclic cover of M,,, induced by the map lxexpxl:XxRxT"-'-+XxS'xT".
Since E, is homeomorphic to M,,_, , there exist disjoint neighborhoods W, of the ends E, of E, and homeomorphisms h, : W, + El. Let T be the covering translation of E, corresponding to +1 in r,S'. Then we can glue the ends of E, by incorporating a 'twist' by the covering translation.
That is, let Proof. We will construct the homeomorphism 6. It will then follow from [20, p.221 that 6 = q5.
We make use of the construction of E, given in the proof of Theroem 3. 
Letting 7 be the map on F induced by r, and G the group generated by ?, we saw in So we show that F+ is homeomorphic to ML. (1)
h-'(Yx(-co,-q))EZ_sh-'(Yx(-a,-p)),and h-'(Yx(q,co))EZ+~h~'(Yx(p,co)).
Z+ and Z_ are closed subsets of W, each has one end, and each has compact connected boundary.
The inclusions aZ, + Z, + W induce isomorphisms on r' _ I-&(2+, di+) and I&(2_, aZ_) are zero for all k # n -2, and H,_*( 2,) a~?+) and H,_z(z-, a.?_) are finitely generated and projective left 2~, W modules. Suppose that P and Q are finitely generated projective modules over ZG such that PO Q is free of rank k. We have the following isomorphisms. Also let oi E IZO(ZnrEi) be the Siebenmann obstruction for the negative end of Ei. Then we have the following theorem. In fact, if K is the constant of Theorem 2.9, we can arrange that the track of any point in f '(X x cl(C)) is contained in f-'(X x BK12(S)), where S c R2 is a circle centered at 1, n 12. Now, let F > 0. By tapering h off to the identity near 1, n 12. We get an isotopy hi : M + M such that (a') h, = id, Let ti : Ei + Ei be a covering translation that generates the group of covering translations.
(ZG[t, t-'])"=(ZG)k[t, tC']=ZG[t, t-']O,,(POQ) =(P@Q)[t, t-']=P[t, t-']@Q[t, t-l].

Now t induces an isomorphism fp: P[t, t-l]+ P[ t, t-'
Examining the constructions of Theorem 3.4, we see that each t, can be chosen so that t,( Ui) z Ui. We will identify f, and t2 with the generators of the infinite cyclic subgroups of n-,(Mz, x0) = r,(X x S, x S,) = (n,X) x Z, x Z2. Thus t, and t, are naturally identified with covering translations on 6, also. As before, let T, = { ti, t;'}, and let 8 read 'delete T'. Letting ZV,X = R, we make the following identifications. So let P be a projective over ZniX, and let Q be a projective over ZG-~X so that PO Q is free. We need to see that (PO Q[t, t-l], tp@lo) is equivalent to (P@Q[t, t-'I, t,@l,).
Since P@Q= PO Q, we can represent elements of P@Q by pairs (f, g), f~ I', g E Q. Define r((J; g)r'): (PO OH& t-II+ (PO ON6 t-'I Y((f, g)t')((p, s)e = (f(P), g(qW-',
for p E P, q E Q. Then it is a routine matter to verify that y is an isomorphism and (f@l)O y= yo(t@l). Proof. In order to prove the corollary, we need to examine ker p. Since p is a left inverse for 4. 
